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Tx-Rx Initial Access and Power Allocation for
Uplink NOMA-mmWave Communications

Victoria Dala Pegorara Souto Richard Demo Souza Bartolomeu F. Uchôa-Filho

Resumo— Este artigo investiga o desempenho do Acesso Múl-
tiplo Não-Ortogonal em uma rede de ondas milimétricas com
2 usuários. Em particular, consideramos um cenário no qual
tanto a estação base quanto os usuários estão equipados com um
arranjo linear de antenas. Portanto, consideramos beamforming
na BS e no UE sem nenhum conhecimento do estado do canal.
Dado que a alocação de potência e o problema de Acesso Inicial
entrelaçam-se, neste artigo, um problema conjunto de IA e
alocação de potência é considerado visando otimizar a taxa de
soma alcançável considerando um restrição de taxa mínima para
cada usuário. Uma vez que tal problema é dito não-convexo,
para resolvê-lo dividimos o mesmo em dois subproblemas de
otimização (IA e alocação de potêncis), os quais são resolvidos
utilizando a técnica de Otimização por Enxame de Partículas.
Simulações são realizadas com o objetivo de comparar as taxas
de soma alcançáveis dos sistemas NOMA e OMA. Os resultados
mostram que a solução proposta supera o sistema OMA.

Palavras-Chave— Acesso Inicial, Ondas Milimétricas, Alocação
de Potência, PSO.

Abstract— This paper investigates the performance of non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) in a 2-user uplink
millimeter-wave (mmWave) network. In particular, we consider
a scenario where both the Base Station (BS) and the User
Equipment (UE) are equipped with a uniform linear array (ULA).
We consider beamforming both in the BS and the UE without
any knowledge of the channel state information (CSI). As the
power allocation intertwines with Initial Access (IA), in this
paper, a joint IA and power allocation problem is considered to
optimize the achievable sum rate with minimum rate constraint
for each user. To solve this non-convex problem, we divide it into
two optimization sub-problems (IA and Power Allocation), which
are solved using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Extensive
simulations are conducted to compare the achievable sum rates
of the NOMA and OMA systems. Results show that the proposed
solution outperforms the OMA system.

Keywords— Initial Access, mmWave, Power Allocation, PSO.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation (5G) technologies are a new paradigm
supported by the European Commission to overcome the
challenges of the next generation networks, aiming to meet the
new business requirements of vertical sectors like Industry 4.0,
Smart Grids, and Smart Cities. In addition, millimeter-wave
(mmWave) is a prospective technique for the 5G technology of
wireless networks as it can provide much higher bandwidths,
capacity, and data rate [1]. In addition, mmWave communi-
cations provide small wavelengths which allow for the use
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of antenna arrays formed by a large number of elements in
the Base Station (BS) and/or in the User Equipment (UE).
However, the use of beamforming at the BS and/or UE
is challenging for Initial Access (IA) – the procedure that
establishes a connection between UE and BS [2]. The IA
is the main challenge of mmWave communications because
the links generally require high directivity, which adds a long
delay in the system. This delay must be reduced to meet the
5G requirement of end-to-end latency in the ms order for some
applications [2].

Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is another po-
tential technique for 5G and beyond wireless networks. Dif-
ferent from orthogonal multiple access (OMA), the idea of
NOMA is to serve multiple users in the same resource block,
where successive interference cancellation (SIC) is applied [3].
However, one challenge in NOMA is power allocation, which
is crucial for the complete implementation of NOMA in the
power domain [3]. Bringing these two techniques, mmWave
and NOMA, together is the motivation of this work, aiming
to maximize the system achievable sum rate.

A. Related Work

The application of NOMA in wireless networks is relatively
new [4]. The main challenge faced is to solve the power
allocation problem. For example, in [5] an uplink power
control scheme is proposed aiming to maximize the outage
performance and the achievable sum data rate for a NOMA
uplink system. The power allocation and user clustering pro-
blems are investigated in [6], aiming to maximize the sum-
throughput under transmission power constraints, minimum
rate requirements of the users, and SIC constraints. Both the
downlink and uplink scenarios were considered.

In addition, some works have studied the union of NOMA
with mmWave communications, whose challenge is to solve
a joint beamforming and power allocation problems. For
example, in [7] the performance of downlink mmWave NOMA
was evaluated considering random beamforming with fixed
power allocation for a large number of users. In [8] joint
beamforming and power allocation for the 2-user downlink
mmWave NOMA scenario is investigated, aiming to maximize
the achievable sum rate with minimum rate constraints for
each user. As an expansion of [8], in [9] the authors consider
the power allocation and beamforming problems jointly for a
2-user uplink NOMA mmWave scenario. While [8] and [9]
consider only two UEs with a single antenna, in [10] this
problem is investigated considering that both the UEs and BS
are equipped with an analog phased array antenna.
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The works in [5], [7]–[10] consider perfect channel state
information (CSI) at the BS and UEs. However, CSI cannot
be easily obtained in mmWave networks [2], [11], being
the main challenge for the application of NOMA together
with mmWave communications. This challenge motivates us
to investigate a 2-user mmWave NOMA scenario, aiming to
maximize the system sum rate, without any prior knowledge
of the CSI in both the BS and the UE before the IA process.

In [12] we consider this problem for a 2-user uplink NOMA-
mmWave system, but considering beamforming only at the BS,
while the UE is equipped with a single antenna. However,
with mmWave communications it is reasonable to assume a
multiple antenna UE aiming to increase the bemforming gain
at the IA, and consequently the user’s SNR. In spite of that,
the use of multiple antennas at the users increase the delay
at the IA process, and consequently the complexity of the
optimization problem. Therefore, in this work we propose an
extension of [12] to the case of multiple antenna UEs. The
IA and power allocation problems are solved using Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). Extensive computer simulations
are conducted to compare the achievable sum rate of the
proposed NOMA solution to that of conventional OMA.

B. Contributions

The present work proposes a solution for joint IA and power
allocation to maximize the achievable sum rate with minimum
rate constraints while considering beamforming at the BS and
UE without prior CSI. The contributions of this work are:
• The use of PSO in the joint IA and power allocation

problem in mmWave NOMA systems considering beam-
forming at the BS and UE without prior CSI. As far as we
know, all papers on this problem consider beamforming
at the BS only, or suppose some previous CSI.

• The evaluation of the proposed solution with regard to
achievable sum rate, varying the total transmit power,
rate constraint, and number of antennas. Results show
that the proposed solution can outperform OMA, more
specifically Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), in
a 2-user uplink mmWave NOMA scenario.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider the 2-user uplink mmWave NOMA system,
with N antennas in the BS and two users with M antennas
each, i.e., there are beamforming at the BS and UE and both
the BS and the UEs are equipped with a uniform antenna array
(ULA). We do not consider any prior CSI at the BS or UEs.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the complete problem solved in this work.

As described next, in this work IA and power allocation are
solved sequentially. The BS then applies NOMA decoding.

The whole process is illustrated in Figure 1. In practice the
BS, from the appropriate control signals, knows that there are
users in the cell which want to establish a physical link, and
the IA process is initialized. Once the IA process for all users
is successfully completed, the users begin to transmit uplink
signals s1 and s2, at the same time and in the same frequency
band, and the BS receives the combined signal

YNOMA = uH
1 H1w

√
p1s1 + uH

2 H2w
√
p2s2 + zwH, (1)

where uk ∈ CM×1 is the beamforming vector of user k, w ∈
CN×1 is the beamforming vector of the BS, Hk ∈ CM×N is
the channel between User k and the BS, z ∈ CM×1 denotes the
independent and identically distributed (IID) Gaussian white
noise vector with power σ2, E(|sk|2) = 1, and p1 and p2
are the transmit powers of Users 1 and 2, respectively. Each
element of the beamforming vector w ∈ CN×1 has a constant
modulus (CM), i.e., |[w]n| = 1√

N
, n = 1, ..., N and each

element of the beamforming vetor uk ∈ CM×1 for k ∈ {1, 2}
has a CM |[uk]m| = 1√

M
, m = 1, ...,M [8], [9].

We assume the Saleh-Valenzuela extended geometric chan-
nel model [13], often used in mmWave scenarios [14], [15],
including Ng grouped propagation paths in Nc clusters, each
cluster corresponding to a spreading path at a macro level and
each path or subcluster being composed of several subpaths.
Thus, the channel between user k and the BS is

Hk =

√
NM

NcNg

Nc∑
i=1

Ng∑
l=1

βilat(φil)aH
k,r(θil), (2)

where βil is the small-scale complex fading gain of the l-
th subpath in the i-th cluster, at(·) denotes the normalized
transmit antenna responses, expressed as a function of the
azimuth angle of departure (AoD) φil, and ak,r(·) denotes the
normalized receive antenna responses for user k, expressed as
a function of the azimuth angles of arrival (AoA) θil. These
vectors depend on the array geometry. Thus, for Uniform
Linear Array (ULA), at(·) and ak,r(·) are given by

at(φil) =
1

N

[
1, ej

2π
λ d cos(φil), . . . , ej

2π
λ d(N−1) cos(φil)

]
,

ak,r(θil) =
1

M

[
1, ej

2π
λ d cos(θil), . . . , ej

2π
λ d(M−1) cos(θil)

]
, (3)

where d is the distance between the array elements and λ
is the wavelength. Following previous literature [13], [15],
throughout this work we adopt the channel model parameters
given by: Nc = 5, Ng = 10, d = λ/2, βil ∼ CN (0, 1), and
φil = θil ∼ U [0, 2π].

In NOMA, SIC is used [3], [4]. The decoding order depends
on the channel and beamforming gains. Without loss of
generality, assuming that User 1 has a better channel condition,
i.e. |uH

1 H1w|2 > |uH
2 H2w|2, the achievable rates are

R1 = log2

(
1 +

|uH
1 H1w|2p1

|uH
2 H2w|2p2 + σ2

)
,

R2 = log2

(
1 +
|uH

2 H2w|2p2
σ2

)
. (4)
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Moreover, the achievable rates in an OMA system, with
total transmit power P , are

ROMA
k =

1

2
log2

(
1 +
|uH
kHkw|2P
σ2

)
, k = 1, 2. (5)

B. Problem Formulation

Aiming to maximize the achievable sum rate of the NOMA
mmWave systems, we investigate two problems: IA and Power
Allocation. We consider that each user must respect a minimal
rate constraint, and the BS does not have prior CSI. Due to this,
the combination of these two problems makes the optimization
very complicated to be solved directly. Such maximization
problem can be formulated as [10]

Maximize
pk,w,uk,k=1,2

R1 +R2

Subject to R1 ≥ r1, R2 ≥ r2
0 ≤ (p1, p2) ≤ P, (p1 + p2) = P

|[w]n| =
1√
N
, n = 1, . . . , N

|[uk]m| =
1√
M
, m = 1, . . . ,M,

(6)

where rk denotes the minimal rate constraint for User k, and
P denotes the total transmit power.

As already mentioned, Problem (6) is complicated to solve
directly. Alternatively, we divided this problem into two sub-
problems. Thus, this complicated optimization problem can be
solved in two steps. The first step is to solve the IA problem,
aiming to maximize the sum beamforming gain with the
CM and a total transmit power constraint. This optimization
problem can be formulated as [10]

Maximize
ukw,k=1,2

|uH
1 H1w|2 + |uH

2 H2w|2

Subject to |uH
kHkw|2 > ck, ck =

(2rk − 1)P

σ2
,

|[w]n| =
1√
N
, n = 1, 2, . . . , N

|[uk]m| =
1√
M
, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M,

(7)

The second step is to solve the power allocation problem.
Here we consider the beamforming array at the BS and the
UE, found in (7), to determine the NOMA decoding order,
and we maximize the achievable sum rate with minimal rate
constraints. The optimization problem is [10]

Maximize
p1,p2

R1 +R2

Subject to R1 ≥ r1, R2 ≥ r2
0 ≤ (p1, p2) ≤ P, (p1 + p2 = P ).

(8)

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The IA and the power allocation problems evaluated in this
work are described as following:

• IA Problem: First, we solve the IA problem, whereby the
users establish a physical link with the BS [16], [17]. In
this process, the pair of beamformings at the BS and at the

UEs are sorted and tested based on (7). Then, for each
beamforming pair, the feedback of the users’ SNR are
received at the BS. From this feedback, the suboptimal
beamforming pair and users’ positions are defined. In this
work, we consider that the BS and the UE are equipped
with a ULA, i.e., with beamforming at the BS and UEs.
However, the complexity of the IA problem increases
considerably, seem intractable to solve this problem using
analytic solutions or an exhaustive search technique [12].
Thus, we propose a solution based on PSO as described
in Algorithm 1. From the proposed solution the best
beamforming arrays (ubest,wbest) and effective channel
gain of each user

(
|uH
kHH

kw|2
)

are obtained. These results
are achieved aiming to maximize the sum of the effective
channel gain of the two users.

• Power Allocation Problem: In the same way as in [12],
here we consider the power allocation problem for a 2-
user uplink NOMA mmWave system. However, in this
work, we consider the effective channel gain of each user,
which is determined by the beamforming array at the BS
and the UE obtained after solving the IA problem. Then,
we can determine the NOMA decoding order. To solve
the power allocation problem aiming to maximize the
achievable sum rate, we consider the method based on
PSO fromn [12] and described in Algorithm 2. The sub-
optimal solution of the power allocation problem is given
by (powerbest = [p1, p2]), obtained from Algorithm 2.

A. Particle Swarm Optimization

PSO is an optimization approach inspired by the social
behavior of animals [18]. In PSO, the so-called “swarm” is
formed by L particles. These particles move across the search
space with varying velocity. Their movement depends on
two variables, the individual experience (gbest) and the swarm
experience (pbest). Those variables are obtained by evaluating
the position of each particle through a fitness function. For
each iteration, the velocity and position of each particle are
updated based on [18]

[v]ti = ω[v]t−1i + `1rand() ∗ ([pbest]
t
i − [x]ti) . . .

`2rand() ∗ ([gbest]
t − [x]ti), (9)

[x]t+1
i = [x]ti + [v]t+1

i (10)

where t is the current iteration of particle i (t = 1, ..., Nit, i =
1, ..., L), [v]ti and [x]ti represent the velocity and the position of
particle i at iteration t, respectively, `1 and `2 are the particle
learning factors, which define the influence of individual and
collective experience on the motion of particles, respectively,
while the random number generator function rand() returns a
number between 0 and 1 with uniform distribution. Moreover,
ω = (wmax− (ωmax−ωmin)t

Nit
) is the inertia velocity weight where

ωmax and ωmin are the maximum and minimum of ω.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents simulation results to evaluate the
performance of the proposed solution based on Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2. We consider the average results based on
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Algorithm 1: PSO for the IA problem
Input : Number of antennas at the BS: N

Number of antennas at each user: M
Number of particles in the swarm: L
Maximum number of iterations: Nit
Learning factors: `1 and `2
Range of inertia weight: ωmax and ωmin

Maximum Velocity: vmax
Output: wbest, ubest,k

1 Initialize position [xBS
i ]n = [wi]n and velocity [vBS

i ]n
2 Initialize position [xUE

i ]m = [uk,i]m and velocity
[vUE
k,i]m

3 Find the global (gBS
best, g

UE
best ) and local (pBS

best, p
UE
best) best

solutions
4 for t = 1 : Nit do
5 Calculate ω
6 for i = 1 : L do
7 for n = 1 : N do
8 Update [vBS

i ]n based on (9)
9 Update [xBS

i ]n based on (10)
10 if [xBS

i ]n 6= 1√
N

then

11 [xBS
i ]n =

[xBS
i ]n√

N |[xBS
i ]n|

12 end
13 end
14 for k = 1 : 2 do
15 for m = 1 :M do
16 Update [vUE

k,i]m based on (9)
17 Update [xUE

k,i]m based on (10)
18 if [xUE

k,i]m 6=
1√
M

then

19 [xUE
k,i]m =

[xUE
k,i]m√

M |[xUE
k,i]m|

20 end
21 end
22 end
23 Obtain the fitness function (7)
24 Update (pBS

best,i, p
UE
best,i)

25 end
26 Update (gBS

best, g
UE
k,best)

27 end
28 ubest,k = gUE

best,k
29 wbest = gBS

best
30 return ubest,k,wbest

103 channel realizations, Nit = 103 iterations for each channel
realization, L = 10 particles per iteration, `1 = `2 = 2, ωmax =
0.9, and ωmin = 0.2. These parameters have been defined
from extensive simulations and performance evaluations. For
comparison purposes, we consider the results obtained for
OMA mmWave systems, and the results in [12] without to
consider beamforming at the UE.

Figure 2 compares the achievable sum rate between the
proposed solution for NOMA mmWave system, and the OMA
mmWave system, as a function of the minimum rate constraint
for a different number of antennas at the UE. We consider
N = 32, P = 100 mW, and σ2 = 1 mW. It is possible

Algorithm 2: PSO for the power allocation problem
Input : Number of Users: K

Number of particle swarm: L
Maximum number of iterations: Nit
Learning factors: `1 and `2
Range of inertia weight: ωmax and ωmin

Maximum Velocity: vmax
Optimum beamforming vectors: ubest,k, wbest

Output: powerbest

1 Initialize position [xi]k = [pi]k and velocity [vi]k
2 Find global gbest and local pbest best solutions
3 for t = 1 : Nit do
4 Calculate ω
5 for i = 1 : L do
6 for k = 1 : K do
7 Update [vi]k based on (9)
8 if [vi]k > vmax then
9 [vi]k = vmax

10 end
11 Update [xi]k based on (10)
12 if [xi]k > P then
13 [xi]k = P
14 end
15 if [xi]k < 0 then
16 [xi]k = 0
17 end
18 Obtain the fitness function (8)
19 end
20 Update pbest,i
21 end
22 Update gbest
23 end
24 powerbest = gbest
25 return powerbest

to observe that the proposed solution presents a much better
performance than OMA. In addition, increasing the number of
antennas at the UE improves system performance.
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Fig. 2. Achievable sum rate versus minimal rate constraint for N = 32, and
M = 16, 32, 64.

Figure 3 compares the achievable sum rate between the
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proposed solution for NOMA mmWave system and the OMA
mmWave system. This figure shows an evaluation of the
achievable sum rate with varying maximal transmit power-
to-noise ratio for different number of antennas at the UE,
N = 32, and r1 = r2 = 3 bps/Hz. The results are similar
to Figure 2, i.e., the proposed solution presents a much better
performance than the OMA mmWave system. In addition, it
is possible to observe that for M = 32 the proposed solution
achieve the same performance as the OMA mmWave system,
with a reduction of 10dB in the transmit power-to-noise ratio.
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Fig. 3. Achievable rate versus maximal transmit power-to-noise ratio (P/σ2)
for r1 = r2 = 3, N = 32, M = 8, 16, and P = 100 mW.

Figure 4 shows the achievable sum rate results when the
users have different minimum rate constraints, r2 = 5 bps/Hz
and different numbers of antennas at the UE. The results are
compared with OMA mmWave system performance, and the
achievable sum rate obtained in [12]. Again, the proposed
solution achieves a considerably better performance than the
OMA mmWave system. Moreover, it is possible to attend two
users with a high minimum rate constraint. From the results,
it is possible to observe that to add multiple antennas at the
UE increase considerably the system performance.
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Fig. 4. Achievable sum rate versus minimum rate constraint for r2 = 5
bps/Hz, N = 32, M = 32, 64, and P = 100 mW.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated how to maximize the achievable sum rate
of a 2-user uplink mmWave NOMA system, considering that

the BS and the UEs are equipped with a ULA, applying beam-
forming at both ends, without any previous CSI knowledge.
This problem has been divided into two sub-problems: IA and
power allocation. We proposed two implementations of the
PSO technique to solve both sub-problems. The results showed
that the proposed NOMA mmWave system significantly out-
performs a conventional OMA mmWave solution.
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